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To be among the top 100 coins by creating its own 
ecosystem and to reach the goal of 1 billion USD. 
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WE LOOK FORWARD TO WELCOME YOU TO THE WORLD OF 
FUTURE 

 

INTRODUCTION 
Imagination is much larger than the world we live in. But the world we live in is limited by our 
human body, the laws of nature, physics, and time. Limitation Free for everyone to visit and 
explore, Minigold MG will replace our current experiences of TV, cinema, business 
communications, education, entertainment, shopping, commerce services, even search and 
much more 

We will create and nurture a self- sustaining economy of both established and new innovative 
businesses, with the world future proofed, and continuing to evolve over time without 
dependence on its original creators. A world rich with content, activities and opportunity 

We want our customers to be able to experience their greatest life desires, with unlimited 
possibilities for working, creating, discovering, gaming and trading. We will be creating a Never-
Ending Motivating Economy where all creators and active customers are regularly and fairly 
rewarded for their work, voting, reviews, completing Quests, staking MG Tokens, and also 
random airdrops within the world. It is unquestionable that Virtual Reality will change our world. 
With timing critical, we’ve been waiting for the right moment when technology and adoption will 
allow us to be the best on the market. Thanks to the combination of several newly created 
technologies, what we can send into virtual glasses has not been possible in virtual reality in 
multiplayer so far. 

 

VISION 
Our analysis and research into the marketplace and our competitors has provided us with 
significant insight into the challenges they faced and the various mistakes they have made, 
whether through bad timing or inappropriate choices of technology that will restrict their future 
development and upgradability. We will never stand still the world will continue to evolve into the 
future Virtual Reality offers a revolutionary way of passing on information, advertising, presenting 
projects, trading, investment, communicating with people and gaming. 

 

ANALYSIS & RESEARCH 
Our analysis and research into the marketplace and our competitors has provided us with 
significant insight into the challenges they faced and the various mistakes they have made, 
whether through bad timing or inappropriate choices of technology that will restrict their future 
development and upgradability, Unlike some of our competitors, MINIGOLD MG is a World built 
for the future. We have specifically designed to be fully upgradeable, with our graphics and trade 
world capabilities continuing to improve in-line with the latest innovations and trends in the VR, 
blockchain and gaming sector. 
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WHAT IS MG ? 
The entire world of MINIGOLD MG is designed specifically for virtual reality and virtual trading 
and the entire world is available in realistic graphic and realistic business. 

MiniGOLD MG is a World built for the future. We have specifically designed to be fully 
upgradeable, with our graphics and world capabilities continuing to improve in-line with the latest 
innovations and trends in the VR (virtual reality) blockchain and gaming sector and its goal is to 
provide instant anonymous online payments and investing. Cryptocurrency has millions of active 
users around the world and the number of people constantly grows very fast, We create the first 
in the world hybrid coin/token cryptocurrency which includes 80% coin and 20% coin/token, is the 
best way to increase currency liquidity and to list tokens on exchanges get access to the 
maximum amount of crypto exchanges and sell their coins to investors". 

 

VITUAL REALITY (VR) 
It is unquestionable that Virtual Reality will change our world. With timing critical, we’ve been 
waiting for the right moment when technology and adoption will allow us to be the best on the 
market. Thanks to the combination of several newly created technologies, what we can send into 
virtual glasses has not been possible in virtual reality in multiplayer so far, Virtual Reality offers a 
revolutionary way of passing on information, advertising, trading, presenting projects, 
communicating with people and game. 

 
GAME 
 
in-game advertising industry that we have mobilized will provide significant opportunities for both 
game producers and brands looking for new market places, Not only brands, but also game 
enthusiasts will have great advantages thanks to the MG. If you own MG, you will also have the 
convenience of in-game payment. Game users will be able to purchase MG and increase their 
earnings in exchange for in creative actions they will make with these ads. 

MG In "Mining Gorilla," players control a small gorilla who must navigate through a series of 
increasingly difficult levels, breaking through rocks and collecting coins along the way. As the 
gorilla collects coins, it will grow in size and strength, eventually becoming a mega gorilla 
capable of destroying even the toughest of obstacles.The game will feature intuitive touch 
controls, allowing players to easily guide the gorilla through each level by swiping and tapping on 
the screen. The gorilla will have a variety of moves at its disposal, including a powerful punch 
and a ground-shaking stomp, which can be used to break through rocks and defeat enemies.In 
addition to the main campaign, "Mining Gorilla" will also feature a variety of bonus levels and 
challenges, as well as unlockable skins and power-ups that can be used to customize the gorilla 
and give it even more smashing power. 

Overall, "Mining Gorilla" will be a fun and challenging action game that appeals to players of all 
ages, with engaging gameplay and cute, colourful graphics. 

(((( game : At the start of the game, only basic items will be available to the user with resources 
having to be extracted manually. MINIGOLD MG Users will be able to use their MG Tokens to 
purchase a shovel, enabling them to extract resources faster. Eventually, the user will be able to 
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purchase machinery such as a digger or miner to extract the resources automatically, even when 
they are not playing in-game. 

AVATARS  
Created using Unreal’s Metahumans, Avatars are fully customizable (over 1,000,000 possible 
combinations), in realistic graphics. This allows users to create virtually anyone with each avatar 
written as an NFT’s on the blockchain Users will not be restricted to a single Avatar, and can 
have several characters. Special custom features (horns, wings, etc.) can be obtained by 
completing Quests or from a competition. Some features can supply your avatar with special 
abilities (flying, immortality, etc.). 

NFC 

WHY NFC IS SO IMPORTANT? 
As the world becomes more and more digital, many objects emerge as digital only, and the 
solution to the ownership question is NFT’s (non-fungible tokens). Currently, the NFT’s market is 
getting close to a major milestone — $100 million NFT’s sold which can be checked at 
NonFungible.com. According to a recent year-end report by NonFungible.com, the leading data 
provider for the NFT’s industry, the total market capitalization of all NFT’s stood at about $210 
million in 2019. By 2022, it is predicted that the NFT’s market will reach $710 million. Bitcoin 
started in 2009 and reached a trillion-dollar market in February 2022. NFT’s are set to reach a 
trillion-dollar market much, much faster. 

Non-fungible describes an asset that is unique. NFT’s contain identifying information recorded in 
their smart contracts. It’s this information that makes each NFT different and as such, they 
cannot be directly replaced by another token. They cannot be swapped like for like, as no two are 
alike. We use several standards of NFT’s, for example: ERC721: Each NFT’s is one unique item 
in MINIGOLDMG. This standard allows us to tokenize ownership of any arbitrary data. ERC1155: 
Standard used to create both fungible (currencies) and non-fungible assets (e.g. in-game items). 
Transactions could be bundled together – thus reducing the cost of transferring tokens. NFT 
REVOLUTION NFT’s in MINIGOLD MG are revolutionary. We will be taking NFT’s and their 
trading to the next level, with the ability to visualize 2D or 3D NFT’s in a 3D space before 
purchasing. Users are able to easily create their own NFT’s and will be able to collect NFT’s that 
have a functional use beyond decorative. These are NFT’s that can give the user real super 
powers such as flying or invisibility, or they can produce MG Tokens or even more NFT’s. 

MINIGOLD MG will take the trading of NFT’s to the next level with The Big Market MG - creating 
an NFT paradise for creators, collectors and traders. A decentralized marketplace operating on 
smart contracts, The Big Market MG will be the largest blockchain NFT asset exchange. Users 
will be able to trade literally anything and everything even new items which can be directly 
created in The Big Market MG and which have never been offered before. Facilitating the trade 
of goods and services, users can create and join auctions, with items available to be tested and 
inspected in detail before purchase. P2P Trade Plugin When meeting people in MINIGOLD MG 
anything can be traded or offered to other users by shaking hands to close the deal.  

We will become one of the main global marketplaces for NFT’s (non-fungible tokens). Within 
MINIGOLDMG, users will be able to create NFT’s Tokens (Art, 3D objects, customization of other 
objects) and securely trade both their in and out- world NFT’s in the The Big Market MG. 
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WHAT MAKE US BETTER? 
Unrivalled Graphics NFT Revolution • Users can Create, Modify and Combine NFT’s.• Creators 
can showcase and sell digital artwork in the NFT Gallery.• NFT’s can be securely traded in The 
Big Market MG. Future Proofed • The MINIGOLD MG World server solution is fully upgradable 
and scalable 

Appeals to a wide audience of business and leisure users. • Commercial Partnerships, 
Entertainment, New Business Models 

The ultimate MG experience with realistic graphics rendered with the latest Unreal Engine. A 
unique dynamic special effects solution. Tokenomics - PLAY TO EARN • A never-ending 
motivating economy that rewards active users and stackers. 

The MINIGOLD MG Token (MG) will be the currency of MINIGOLD MG World. The MG Tokens 
are pre-mined, with the total amount predetermined. These ERC20 Tokens will be our primary 
source of generating revenue during the start of the project. We want MINIGOLD MG to be 
accessible to all, and so customers will be able to earn MINIGOLD MG by simply taking part in 
the world. It will be “pay-to-speed” not “pay-to- win. 

Target audience 
We will be targeting a wider demographic of users and trading invester than our competitors. Our 
development technologies and scalable servers mean we are the first MG world to host millions 
of users online at one time. We will connect a rapidly growing community of crypto enthusiasts 
with an already very large community. 

Our primary focus will be targeting users of cryptocurrencies and speculators as early adopters. 
These users already have a good understanding of blockchain technologies, and will be able to 
easily understand our vision for the world, and be an early adopter, purchasing MG Tokens as 
they believe in the potential of the project and see it as a good investment. 

Our secondary target will be the giant global gaming community who will want to become a 
pioneer of this new world. Mordor Intelligence expects the global video games market to exceed 
$256 billion by 2025, with projected revenue of $1,274.4 billion in 2030 

 WHY INVEST IN MG PROJECT? 
MINIGOLD MG will become a self-sustaining economy. Traditional businesses will establish 
locations for themselves in MINIGOLDMG, where they will be able to sell and promote their 
digital and real- world goods and services. We will enable the creation of new business models 
and a new breed of digital entrepreneurs. 

MG Tokenomics have been designed to encourage new users to explore and experience the 
world, whilst motivating more seasoned users to build, complete quests and further develop our 
new world together. These incentives will drive the rapid adoption and growth of MINIGOLDMG. 
It will keep users engaged and returning. barriers for them to provide innovative goods and 
services to the global MINIGOLD MG community. MG Tokens will be used to buy and sell goods, 
from traders and creators. 

MINIGOLD MG The entire MINIGOLD MG Economy is mathematically designed to be very 
interesting for everybody while motivating the experienced users to create and the newcomers to 
play, explore and discover. As a result, the world of MINIGOLD MG will continue to grow rapidly, 
which in turn will be good for all the current users and the entire community. At the same time, 
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everything is mathematically designed so that the wealth/fuel of MINIGOLD MG never runs out 
and the rewards and motivation for players and creators never ends. 

The system of the law we have determined with smart contracts, will give the investors and 
supporters the chance to present the results of the project with its transparent, fast and reliable 
structure that everyone can control. In this way, all doubts of those who support the Mini Gold 
Project will disappear. 

TEAM MEMBER PASSED KYC. 
Liquidity will be locked for 13 years, while the team token will be locked for 4 years followed by 4 
years vested schedule, this makes it impossible for a rug pull to occur. 

TOKENOMICS 

TOKENS OF SUPPLY 

Presale 40% 
CEX Exchange 10% 
Team 11% 
Liquidity 27% 
Adv 5% 
Marketing 7% 

Total Token 1 Billion (1,000,000,000) 
In Short MG 
Normal Value 0.005 
Network Bnb smart chain 
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ROADMAP 
Following a successful Token Pre-sale, we will launched our MG Gallery Experience on schedule 
and are on track to fully launch MINIGOLD MG in Q2 2023 MINIGOLD MG Within the next 3 
years, we will successfully launched MINIGOLD We will be well established in the crypto and 
gaming industry with multiple commercial partnerships having established a presence and 
operating in MINIGOLD MG . There will be well known brands with established locations across 
the world. Within 5 years, MINIGOLD MG will be a fully self-sustaining economy with people 
spending more time in MINIGOLD MG than in the physical world. 

 

HOW TO INVEST 
Register in www.minigold.io login and follow simple procedure, need any help we are at your 
service 24 hrs at  support@minigold.io  &  t.me/minigold1 (telegram) 

 

WHAT IS MINIMUM AND MAXIMUM INVESTMENT? 
We want users to feel comfortable, minimum is USD 20 and maximum is 4,000,000  MG token. 
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